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Agenda
• IRS Appeals Part One: Overview of the Appeals Process
•
•
•
•
•
•

IRS Appeals Principles
30‐Day Letter
Protest
Rebuttal
Pre‐Conference
Appeals Conference

• IRS Appeals Part Two: Recent Developments at Appeals
• Andrew Keyso, Deputy Chief, Independent Office of Appeals
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IRS Appeals
I expect you all to be independent,
innovative, critical thinkers who will
do exactly as I say!
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IRS Appeals Principles
•

IRS Office of Appeals was first formed in 1927 as an independent settlement forum

•

The Taxpayer First Act (July 1, 2019) reaffirmed the mission of IRS Appeals, as the Independent Office of
Appeals

•

The sole purpose of IRS Appeals is “to resolve Federal tax controversies without litigation on a basis which:
•

is fair and impartial to both the Government and the taxpayer,

•

promotes a consistent application and interpretation of, and voluntary compliance with, the Federal
tax laws, and

•

enhances public confidence in the integrity and efficiency of the Internal Revenue Service.”
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IRS Appeals Principles
•

IRS Appeals has a duty to determine the correct application of the law (Treas. Reg. § 601.106(f))

•

IRS Appeals considers “hazards of litigation” in resolving cases

•

IRS Appeals does not consider costs of litigation (no nuisance settlements)

•

Ex parte rules apply, prohibiting IRS Appeals from discussing the case with Exam (outside of the presence of
the taxpayer) “to the extent such communications appear to compromise the independence of appeals
officers” (Rev. Proc. 2012‐18)
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Taxpayer’s Right to an IRS Appeal
•

The Taxpayer First Act provides that the right to IRS Appeals is “generally available to all taxpayers”
•

•

IRS Appeals may be denied in certain situations, such as if the case is designated for litigation. For
denials, the IRS must:
•

provide a “detailed description of the facts involved, the basis for the decision to deny the
request, and a detailed explanation of how the basis of such decision applies to such facts”;

•

tell the taxpayer how to contest the denial; and

•

submit an annual report to Congress regarding any such denials

Facebook, Inc. v. IRS, (N.D. Cal. May 2018):
•

Court: “Facebook does not have an enforceable right to take its tax case to IRS Appeals or to compel
the IRS to do so”

•

Lacking an enforceable right, Facebook lacked standing, and the court granted the IRS’s motion to
dismiss the case with prejudice
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Notice of Proposed Adjustment
•

Exam will issue Form 5701 Notice of Proposed Adjustment and Form 886‐A Explanation of Items for
unagreed issues (referred to collectively as a NOPA)

•

The NOPA should:
•

Provide the issue statement, adjustment table, facts (including AOF response), law, taxpayer’s position,
government’s argument, and conclusion;

•

Clearly present the issue(s), the proposed adjustment amount(s), and the reasons for the
adjustment(s);

•

Indicate agreed to facts or distinguish the government’s and the taxpayer’s factual positions;

•

Substantiate the IRS’s position based on the tax law;

•

Include the pertinent legal arguments and current legal citations; and

•

Address the taxpayer’s position objectively.
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Acknowledgment of Facts (AOF) (IRM 4.46.4.9)
•

IRS is required to prepare a statement of facts on Form 886‐A as part of its consideration of each issue

•

IRS is also expected to issue a pro‐forma Information Document Request (IDR) to seek a written AOF from
the taxpayer and to incorporate any additional facts in the write‐up

•

IRM provides instructions to Exam if the taxpayer:

•

•

Agrees with the facts,

•

Provides additional facts,

•

Identifies disputed facts, or

•

Does not respond to the AOF IDR.

Taxpayer is not required to respond to AOF (Exam instructed not to issue summons)
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Responding to NOPA and AOF
•

The taxpayer is not required to respond to AOF

•

The taxpayer may respond with acknowledgement, denial, or new facts
• Taxpayers may claim that responses are provided pursuant to Federal Rules of Evidence 408, which
excludes settlement materials from evidence in subsequent litigation

•

Taxpayer may respond to NOPA with simple disagreement (check disagreed and sign)
• Not required to provide position at this time
• May decide strategically to provide additional facts, law, or analysis
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30‐Day Letter
•

If sufficient time remains on the statute of limitations, the IRS will issue a “Revenue Agent’s Report” (RAR),
also known as a “30‐Day Letter,” proposing adjustments reflected in the NOPAs from the examination
(included with the 30‐Day Letter)

•

•

IRS Appeals will accept the case only if 365 days remain on the statute of limitations. In practice, the
statute of limitations is extended prior to issuance of the 30‐Day Letter

•

Exam may issue 30‐Day Letter if 240 days remain on the statute of limitations, to allow time to extend
the statute of limitations per IRS Appeals’ requirements and to issue Notice of Deficiency if no Protest
is filed

30‐Day Letter is a compilation of unagreed NOPAs, with a calculation of the tax due based on the aggregate
of all adjustments
•

•

Will state taxpayer’s rights to go to IRS Appeals and the 30‐day requirement to file a Protest

“Hot” interest, 2 points higher than normal, begins 30 days after 30‐Day Letter for corporate
underpayments over $100,000
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Responding to the 30‐Day Letter
•

The 30‐Day Letter is the “ticket to IRS Appeals” – on receipt of a 30‐Day Letter the taxpayer may, at the
taxpayer’s election, request consideration by IRS Appeals

•

Request for consideration by IRS Appeals normally is made by “Protest”
•

•

Under IRS Appeals Policy, IRS Appeals will not consider “new” facts; the Protest is the taxpayer’s last
chance to present facts to be considered by Exam (in its rebuttal) before the case is submitted to IRS
Appeals

Prior 30‐Day Letter forms stated response was due 30 days from date of letter, newer forms state a specific
date for response, not always exactly 30 days
•
•

Extensions may be granted under reasonable circumstances. IRM 4.10.8.11.8. Practice is mixed

If the taxpayer does not protest, Exam will issue a Notice of Deficiency (90‐Day Letter)
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Protest Requirements
•

Protest may be comprehensive or skeletal, as long as it contains:

•

•

A statement that the taxpayer wants to appeal the examiner’s findings to IRS Appeals;

•

The taxpayer’s name, address, and daytime telephone number;

•

A copy of the 30‐Day Letter;

•

The tax periods or years involved;

•

An itemized schedule of the adjustments with which the taxpayer does not agree;

•

A statement of facts supporting the taxpayer’s position on any contested factual issue;

•

A statement outlining the law or other authority, if any, upon which the taxpayer is relying; and

•

A declaration under penalties of perjury of the truth of the facts in the Protest.

See IRM 4.10.8.12.9; Publication 5: Your Appeal Rights. How to Prepare a Protest if You Do Not Agree.
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Exam Rebuttal / Transfer to IRS Appeals
•

•

Exam may prepare a rebuttal if Exam believes there is something in the formal written protest that does not
change the determination, but requires further comment or explanation
•

Exam is not required to prepare a rebuttal, but if it does, the ex parte guidelines require Exam to
provide a copy to the taxpayer

•

There is no set time period for completion of the rebuttal

After the rebuttal, or if Exam does not prepare a rebuttal, the examiner will transfer jurisdiction and the case
file to IRS Appeals (Exam refers to as “closing the case to IRS Appeals”)
•

LB&I has announced intention to establish a policy concerning how long it should take to close a case to
IRS Appeals after the 30‐Day Letter date

•

Responds to GAO Report GAO‐18‐659: Opportunities Exist to Improve Monitoring and Transparency of
Appeal Resolution Timeliness, September 21, 2018
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Appeals Pre‐Conference
•

Cases closed to IRS Appeals are assigned to an Appeals Officer or Appeals Team Case Leader (ATCL)

•

The ATCL will reach out to the taxpayer, introduce himself or herself, establish a schedule for the first
conference, and may request other information

•

The IRM suggests that the Appeals conference is to be held within 90 days of filing the Protest. In practice,
first contact is made within 90 days and the Appeals conference is scheduled in the next 90 days

•

For LB&I cases, the Appeals conference is preceded (usually on the same day) by a Pre‐Conference with
Exam
•

A Pre‐Conference is required for cases assigned to an ATCL

•

Exam will present its defense of the adjustments and answer questions from IRS Appeals in the
presence of the taxpayer (to avoid violation of the ex parte rules)
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Appeals Conference
•

The Appeals conference may proceed as the Appeals Officer and taxpayer choose
•

The conference is a discussion, Federal Rules of Evidence do not apply, taxpayers are not required to
present witnesses

•

Taxpayers may bring witnesses if they choose

•

Taxpayers often open by presenting a summary of their position

•

Best practice is to respond directly and carefully to concerns raised by the Appeals Officer

•

The Appeals Officer will ask questions and will ask for clarification of factual and legal positions

•

The Appeals conference may extend over several days, and it is common to break for a few weeks to
respond to questions, then reconvene in person or by telephone
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Appeals Conference
•
•
•

Historically, Exam participated in the Pre‐Conference and did not participate in the Appeals conference
Reflected ex parte rules, prohibiting communications with Exam outside of presence of taxpayer
Pilot program:
• ATCLs request representatives of Exam to participate in Appeals conference discussions until
settlement discussions begin – Taxpayers may consent to Exam staying longer while IRS Appeals uses
mediation techniques
• Originally about 1/3 of ATCLs participate
• Extended on voluntary basis through May 2020
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Appeals Conference
•

Almost all LB&I Appeals conferences are in‐person conferences

•

For other taxpayers, most Appeals conferences are via telephone

•

•

The taxpayer may request or the Appeals Officer may suggest an in‐person conference

•

Factors considered include: the depth of the record, the weight of the taxpayer’s credibility, a
taxpayer’s special needs, the inclusion of multiple participants, the use of Post Appeals Mediation or
Rapid Appeals Process

•

Availability of in‐person conferences has been subject of much public discussion

Virtual conferences are an alternative to telephone conferences
•

Appeals Officers are to “[o]ffer a taxpayer requesting an in‐person conference a virtual conference as
an alternative when the technology for a virtual conference is available”
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IRS Appeals Settlement Authority
•

Generally, IRS Appeals has authority to fully or partially concede an issue based on litigation hazards, even if
contrary to an IRS Ruling, TAM, or other guidance (IRM 8.6.3.3)

•

Generally, IRS Appeals’ settlement authority is vested in the Appeals Officer or ATCL

•

In 2017, the requirement was added for the ATCL Manager to concur in settlements by an ATCL

•

Like the IRS in general, IRS Appeals is centralizing some analysis and decision‐making
• IRS Appeals makes wide use of Technical Specialists and subject matter experts
• The Appeals Settlement Guidelines are published on the IRS website (without the key analysis or
recommendations): https://www.irs.gov/compliance/appeals/appeals‐settlement‐guidelines‐asg

•

There is some practitioner concern that Appeals Officer/ATCL settlement authority was eroding. This may be
reversed by the Taxpayer First Act
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IRS Appeals After Case Filed in Tax Court
•

IRS Appeals is available for cases docketed in Tax Court

•

IRS Appeals process occurs prior to trial

•

Case is referred to IRS Appeals 30 days after Answer

•

IRS Appeals has jurisdiction until the case is returned to District Counsel

•

District Counsel can request to participate, at IRS Appeals’ discretion

•

Tax Court preparation can occur simultaneously, in practice depends on progress at IRS Appeals

•

Returned to Tax Court if no progress made toward settlement, or if case appears on trial calendar (in
practice, can keep off trial calendar while making progress)
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Post‐Appeals Mediation
•

Rev. Proc. 2009‐44; Rev. Proc. 2014‐63

•

Non‐binding mediation process following unsuccessful efforts at IRS Appeals settlement
• Designed to be used where limited issues remain unresolved

•

Available to all LB&I taxpayers
• Unavailable if Fast Track used at Exam

•

Appeals Officer as mediator, taxpayer may use non‐IRS co‐mediator at taxpayer expense
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Andrew Keyso
Deputy Chief,
Independent Office of Appeals
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